EVENT RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS IN FAULT MANAGEMENT

Method and system for event relationship analysis in fault management. The method includes identifying a group of related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events. For each event occurrence of each event of the group of related events, an event type and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence is identified. The method also comprises: identifying a group of event occurrences associated with the same resource, and identifying from the group of event occurrences a set of event occurrences of the same type.
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BACKGROUND

[0001] The present invention relates to event relationship analysis in fault management.

[0002] Data center and network management disciplines have focused on fault and root cause analysis processes, tools and best practices. When events occur in a data center, a notification is sent to an event manager. At the event manager, the event may be de-duplicated, correlated, and enriched. It may be handled via a policy enforced by a rules engine. It may be used to automatically create a ticket for a help desk. To reduce operation cost, it is known to correlate commonly co-occurring alerts together so as to allow an operator to only work on one problem or one ticket open for a single problem.

[0003] Event manager products may implement concepts for identifying recurrent patterns in an event stream so that when operators are presented with a set of incoming events the list may be compacted using previously-observed relationships. Such identification of event patterns may not be trivial and typically provides limited information. By way of example, identified patterns may be resource specific (e.g., "resource bound") and/or require an event to occur multiple times in order for a pattern to be identified.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0004] Additional aspects and/or advantages will be set forth in part in the description which follows and, in part, will be apparent from the description, or may be learned by practice of the invention.

[0005] The present invention seeks to provide a method for event relationship analysis in fault management.

[0006] The present invention further seeks to provide a computer program product including computer program code for implementing the method when executed on a processor of a processing system.

[0007] The present invention yet further seeks to provide a processing system adapted to execute this computer program code.

[0008] The present invention also seeks to provide a system for event relationship analysis in fault management.

[0009] According to an embodiment of the present invention there is provided a computer-implemented method for event relationship analysis in fault management. The method comprises identifying a group of related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events. For each event occurrence of each event of the group of related events, an event type and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence are identified. A first set of event occurrences of the group of related events is identified so that each event occurrence of the set is of the same event type. The method further comprises identifying a first group of event occurrences of the first set of event occurrences, each event occurrence of the first group being associated with the same resource. An advantage of this embodiment may provide concepts automatically suggesting groups or rules, thus potentially enabling the construction of correlation rules for event management even if the event management system has never seen an event for the system before.

[0010] According to another embodiment of the present invention there is provided a computer-implemented method for event relationship analysis in fault management. The method comprises identifying a group of related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events. For each event occurrence of each event of the group of related events, an event type and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence are identified. A first group of event occurrences of the group of related events is identified so that each event occurrence of the first group is associated with the same resource. The method further comprises identifying a first set of event occurrences of the first group of event occurrences, each event occurrence of the set being of the same event type. An advantage of this embodiment may be identifying a primary key for event, event time, event type, and one or more fields indicating associated resources.

[0011] According to another embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a computer program product for event relationship analysis in fault management. The computer program product comprises a computer readable storage medium having program instructions embodied therewith, the program instructions executable by a processing unit to cause the processing unit to perform a method according to an embodiment of the invention. An advantage of this embodiment may provide concepts automatically suggesting groups or rules, thus potentially enabling the construction of correlation rules for event management even if the event management system has never seen an event for the system before.

[0012] According to yet another aspect of the invention, there is provided a system for event relationship analysis in fault management. The system comprises: a memory; and a processor communicatively coupled to the memory. The system is adapted to perform a method comprising: identifying a group of related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events; for each event occurrence of each event of the group of related events, identifying: an event type; and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence; identifying a first set of event occurrences of the group of related events, each event occurrence of the set being of the same event type; and identifying a first group of event occurrences of the first set of event occurrences, each event occurrence of the first group being associated with the same resource. An advantage of this embodiment may be identifying a primary key for event, event time, event type, and one or more fields indicating associated resources.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The above and other aspects, features, and advantages of certain exemplary embodiments of the present invention will be more apparent from the following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0014] FIG. 1A is a flow diagram of an example embodiment of a method, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present invention;

[0015] FIG. 1B is a flow diagram of another example embodiment of a method, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present invention;

[0016] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of an exemplary method for identify a group of related events which may be employed by the method of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of a first example of an aspect of the method of FIG. 2, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present invention;
[0018] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of a second example of an aspect of the method of FIG. 2, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present invention;
[0019] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of a third example embodiment of an aspect of the method of FIG. 1, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present invention;
[0020] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an example embodiment of a system, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present invention;
[0021] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a computer system or cloud server in which one or more aspects of the present invention may be implemented;
[0022] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a cloud computing environment in which one or more aspects of the present invention may be implemented; and
[0023] FIG. 9 is a diagram of abstraction model layers of a cloud computing environment in which one or more aspects of the present invention may be implemented.
[0024] It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clarity of illustration, elements shown in the figures have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the dimensions of some of the elements may be exaggerated relative to other elements for clarity. Further, where considered appropriate, reference numbers may be repeated among the figures to indicate corresponding or analogous features.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following description with reference to the accompanying drawings is provided to assist in a comprehensive understanding of exemplary embodiments of the invention as defined by the claims and their equivalents. It includes various specific details to assist in that understanding but these are to be regarded as merely exemplary. Accordingly, those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that various changes and modifications of the embodiments described herein can be made without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. In addition, descriptions of well-known functions and constructions may be omitted for clarity and conciseness.

The terms and words used in the following description and claims are not limited to the bibliographical meanings, but, are merely used to enable a clear and consistent understanding of the invention. Accordingly, it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that the following description of exemplary embodiments of the present invention is provided for illustration purpose only and not for the purpose of limiting the invention as defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.

It is to be understood that the singular forms “a,” “an,” and “the” include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, reference to “a component surface” includes reference to one or more of such surfaces unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.

It should be understood that the Figures are merely schematic and are not drawn to scale. It should also be understood that the same reference numerals are used throughout the Figures to indicate the same or similar parts.

In the context of the present application, where embodiments of the present invention constitute a method, it should be understood that such a method is a process for execution by a computer, i.e. is a computer-implementable method. The various steps of the method therefore reflect various parts of a computer program, e.g. various parts of one or more algorithms.

Also, in the context of the present application, a system may be a single device or a collection of distributed devices that are adapted to execute one or more embodiments of the methods of the present invention. For instance, a system may be a personal computer (PC), a server or a collection of PCs and/or servers connected via a network such as a local area network, the Internet and so on to cooperatively execute at least one embodiment of the methods of the present invention.

The present application discloses identifying a group of connected events of the same event type and having one or more associated resources in common. Embodiments may thus be used for identifying patterns in event data. Identified patterns that are resource specific (i.e. resource bound), and may also have the drawback that they can only be used in relation to events that have previously occurred a plurality of times. The present application may provide concepts for automatically suggesting groups or rules, thus potentially enabling the construction of correlation rules for event management even if the event management system has never seen an event for that system before.

The disclosed embodiments may therefore relate to discovering relationships between events in an event management system that may be used for fault management. In the disclosed embodiments, a group of related events may be identified based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events. This may, for example, employ an approach or concept for identifying a group of related events. Then, for each event occurrence of each event of the group of related events, there may be identified an event type, and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence. Using such information, a pattern or collections of event occurrences of the same event type and using the same resource may be identified.

Embodiments may be adapted to cater for poorly structured and/or varied data/information schemas that lack consistency or standardization in how event information (such as a description of event type and associated resources) is organized, stored and/or presented. Such a lack of standard information structure is typically resultant from the use of differing software tooling and/or differing monitoring rules. Embodiment may propose to address this issue by identifying a primary key (e.g. identifier) for event, event time, event type, and one or more fields indicating associated resources.

By way of example, an embodiment may identify a group of related events based and automatically compute patterns (e.g. sets of event occurrences of the group) having a common event type. The pattern(s) may, for example, comprise, for each event occurrence, an event type (e.g. in one column or data field), and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence (e.g. in one or more respective columns or data fields). From the pattern(s), there may then be identified a group of connected events of the same event type and having one or more associated resources in common. Thus, the various columns or data fields may be analyzed so as to cater for variations in how and/or where information about resources associated with an event occurrence are presented or formatted. In doing so, the column or data field comprising the highest number/count of
a resource may be selected (e.g. on the basis that it the most used or reliable source of information for defining a set of connected events).

[0035] Embodiments may offer automatic creation of correlation rules from a group of events that have been identified using an unsupervised learning algorithm. Such creation may be achieved in various ways. For example, in one approach, the group of related events may be analyzed to identify a set of event occurrences of the same event type, and then from this set there may be identified a group of event occurrences using the same resource. Alternatively, in another approach, the group of related events may be analyzed to identify a group of event occurrences using the same resource, and then from this group there may be identified a set of event occurrences of the same event type. Thus, it will be appreciated that event types may be analyzed first or, alternatively, resources may be analyzed first.

[0036] Also, embodiments may be implemented in a manner which caters for diversity in how information about event occurrence and their associated resources may be stored and/or provided. Accordingly, there may be provided an approach for event relationship analysis in fault management which takes account of standardization issues (e.g. lack of a standard data format or presentation).

[0037] Illustrative embodiments may therefore provide concepts for analyzing event relationships in an event management system and for providing correlation rules based on such analysis. Dynamic and/or flexible correlation rules construction concepts may therefore be provided by proposed embodiments.

[0038] Modifications and additional steps to an event/fault management concepts and/or systems may also be proposed which may enhance the value and utility of the disclosed invention.

[0039] Referring to FIG. 1A, there is depicted a flow diagram of a method 10 for event relationship analysis in fault management according to an embodiment.

[0040] The method 10 begins with step 11 of identifying a group of related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events. Numerous methods and/or approaches for identifying a group of related events may, for example, comprise an unsupervised learning algorithm. Detailed description of the step 11 of identifying a group of related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events will be described later/below with reference to FIGS. 2-4.

[0041] Next, in step 12, for each event occurrence of each event of the group of related events, there is identified: an event type; and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence. In this way, there may be provided one or more patterns which, for example, comprise, for each event occurrence, an event type (e.g. in a column or data field); and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence (e.g. in one or more respective columns or data fields).

[0042] Event occurrences having the same type may then be grouped together in step 13. For example, the patterns provided by step 12 may be analyzed to identify a set of event occurrences of the group having a common event type. In other words, a set of event occurrences may be identified, wherein each member (i.e. event occurrence) of the set has the same event type. The identified set of event occurrences of the same event type are then analyzed in step 14 along with their associated resources to identify events which have (e.g. are associated with) the same resource(s). These identified resources are grouped together so as to provide a first group of connected events, wherein the connected events employ common resources.

[0043] By way of example, the step 14 of analyzing the identified set of event occurrences of the same type may comprise the process of identifying an event occurrence that does not have an associated resource in common with the one or more resources associated with the remaining event occurrences of the set of event occurrences. If such an event occurrence which doesn’t have a resource that matches with the remaining event occurrences of the set is found, that event occurrence may be removed from the set. In this way, event occurrences that are not connected with other event occurrences of the set may be discarded so as to leave only events have matching resources. An amount of further processing required to identify a group of connected event may thus be reduced.

[0044] For example, such further processing may be required if the resources associated with each event occurrence are represented by information provided in a plurality of data fields. This may be the case where poorly structured and/or varied data/information schemas that lack consistency or standardization in how event information (such as a description of event type and associated resources) is organized, stored and/or presented. Accordingly, to cater for this situation where resource information is provided across multiple data fields or data columns, the step 14 of analyzing the set of event occurrences and the one or more resources associated with the event occurrences may comprise the sub-steps of: identifying a resource that is associated with all event occurrences of the set; analyzing the information provided in the plurality of data fields to identify a data field containing the most instances of the identified resource; and identifying a group of connected events having the common event type based on the identified resource and the identified data field. Put another way, set of event occurrences may be analyzed to identify a primary key (e.g. identifier) for event, event time, event type, and one or more fields indicating associated resources.

[0045] It is noted here that the method 10 may repeat the step 14 of analyzing the set of event occurrences and the one or more resources associated with the event occurrences of the set so as to identify a second group of connected events having one or more associated resources in common. In this way, embodiments of the method 10 may identify a plurality of groups of connected events (employing common resources). These groups may then be combined to create a parent (or “super”) group of related events having the same event type (because they all stemmed from the identified set of event occurrence having a common event type identified in step 13 for example).

[0046] Referring to FIG. 1B, there is depicted a flow diagram of a method 15 for event relationship analysis in fault management according to an alternative embodiment. This embodiment differs from that of FIG. 1A in that the order of the final two steps are is swapped (i.e. completed in the reverse or opposite order). Thus, in summary, rather than first identifying a set of event occurrences of the same event type (step 13) and then identifying, from that set, a group of events having the same resource(s) (step 14), the embodiment of FIG. 1B first identifies a group of event occurrences having the same resource(s) (step 16) and then identifies, from that group, a set of events of the same event type (step 17).
As with the method 10 of FIG. 1A, the method 15 of FIG. 1B begins with step 11 of identifying a group of related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events. Numerous method and/or approaches for identifying a group of related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events will be described later/below with reference to FIGS. 2-4.

Next, in step 12, for each event occurrence of each event of the group of related events, there is identified: an event type; and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence. In this way, there may be provided one or more patterns which, for example, comprise, for each event occurrence, an event type (e.g. in a column or data field), and one or more resources associated with the event occurrence (e.g. in one or more respective columns or data fields).

Event occurrences having the same resource may then be grouped together in step 16. For example, the patterns provided by step 12 may be analyzed to identify a set of event occurrences of the group having the same resource. In other words, a set of event occurrences may be identified, wherein each member (i.e. event occurrence) of the set has the same associated resource. The identified set of event occurrences associated with the same resource are then analyzed in step 17 along with the information about their event type to identify events which are of the same event type. These identified resources are grouped together so as to provide a first group of connected events, wherein the connected events are of the same event type and employ the same resource.

By way of example, the step 17 of analyzing the identified set of event occurrences associated with the same resource may comprise the process of identifying an event occurrence that is not of an event type in common with the one or more event type of the remaining event occurrences of the set of event occurrences. If such an event occurrence which is not of an event type that matches with the remaining event occurrences of the set is found, that event occurrence may be removed from the set. In this way, event occurrences that are not connected with other event occurrences of the set may be discarded so as to leave only events of the same event type. An amount of further processing required to identify a group of connected event may thus be reduced.

It is noted here that the method 10 may repeat the step 17 of analyzing the set of event occurrences and the event types of the event occurrences of the set so as to identify a second group of connected events of the same event type and employing the same resource. In this way, embodiments of the method 15 may identify a plurality of groups of connected events (employing a common resource and being of the same event type). These groups may then be combined to create a parent (or ‘super’) group of related events employing the same resource (because they all stemmed from the identified set of event occurrence using the same resource identified in step 16 for example).

Parent groups (or ‘super groups’) of related events may therefore be created by embodiments, therefore enabling the provision of compacted or combined event information which can expanded (i.e. separated into sub-groups) in response to a signal (such as a user commend requesting expansion of the parent group for further investigation for example).

By way of further explanation, an exemplary embodiment will now be described in relation to a method wherein, as a result of the step 11 of identifying a group of related events, there is obtained information about events comprising primary keys such as event type, event time, event name/identifier. Completing the step 12 of identifying event types and associated resources may provide information which may, for example, be represented in the form of a table such as Table 1 below, wherein each row relates to a different event and the primary keys are arranged in columns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>NODE</th>
<th>ITMDISPLAYNAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU THREAD</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>MACHINE1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB TIME</td>
<td>OUT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As will be appreciated from the exemplary table above, the information about the identified group of related events may comprise matches across multiple columns (i.e. in different data fields/columns). Accordingly, analysis of the information may face the problem that disparity in the monitoring system data formatting results in information about the resource(s) associated with events to be in different data fields/columns. For example, in Table 1 above, the resource “Machine 1” is associated with both the first event (“CPU THREAD/HIGH”) and the second event (“DB TIME/OUT”), but it is detailed in different data fields/columns for the two events.

For step 13 of identifying a set of event occurrences of the same event type, we may identify a set of event occurrences that are found to have an event type that is common to them. It may then be preferable to identify, within the set, event occurrences that do not have an associated resource that matches resource(s) of the other occurrences of the set and then remove such identified event occurrence from the set.

Then, for remaining event occurrences, the set may be analyzed to determine which data column/field to use. By way of example, this may comprise; firstly, identifying a resource that is associated with all event occurrences of the set, and then, secondly, analyzing the information data fields/columns to identify a data field containing the most instances of the identified resource. This may provide a pattern, e.g. a set of event type and resource pairs that match a related event group. Having identified a preferred data field/column, a group of connected events of common event type may then be identified based on the identified resource and the identified data field/column.

It will thus be appreciated that embodiments may implement a form of rule and/or data mining which utilizes information encoded event occurrences. Although embodiments may analyze a body or archive of event occurrences, they may provide information about connected events which may predict resource usage, constraints and/or impacts associated with event occurrences that have not previously occurred.

Event management systems lend themselves to event actions and life cycle and enrich events with additional information of the events. The disclosed embodiments may analyze the body of events that have been so enriched and by utilizing the information about the event occurrences, embodiments may identify connected events and provide
information that is useful for handling future event occurrences (even if such event occurrences have not been seen before).

Although it has been detailed above that the step 11 of identifying a group of related events may employ an approach (such as an unsupervised learning algorithm for example), a description of an exemplary method that may be employed for step 11 will now be provided with reference to FIG. 2. This is purely by way of example and it is to be understood that other methods of identifying a group of related events may be employed by other embodiments.

Referring to FIG. 2, the flow diagram 11 shows an example method for identifying a group of related events. The described method relies on analyzing a provided body 101 or archive of historical events that includes multiple event occurrences with each occurrence having an event identifier (which acts as a primary key) and a timestamp. The event identifier describes what has happened and to what devices. As an example, an event identifier may be “database fail on host A”. The event identifier will occur multiple times across the data set, so for each event identifier there will be a list of event occurrences.

An event instance may be defined as being a group or cluster of occurrences in a time window relating to an event identifier, and an event instance may have a first occurrence and may have a resolution time (although in some instances this may not be available). For example, an event instance may represent a particular problem.

Event management systems provide historical data stores, where each event has a unique identifier that identifies its recurrence across time. As problems recur (event instances) they are attributed a first occurrence and these may either clear or be resolved with a resolution time. Each event identifier has multiple possible first occurrences and multiple possible resolution times across the historic archive.

The body of historical events may have event instance resolution times added to it or may be analyzed to extract resolution information. In some systems, resolution events are provided which may relate to one or more event identifiers. The resolution events may include the event identifier to which they relate, or may require a mapping from a resolution identifier to event identifiers.

The body of historical events may be analyzed to identify first occurrences of an event instance of an event identifier. A first occurrence may locate the first event occurrence with an event identifier after a threshold period of no event occurrences of the event identifier or after a previous resolution event of the event identifier. A first occurrence identifies the start of a problem. There may be multiple first occurrences of an event identifier within the time period of the body of historical events.

The body of historical events may also be analyzed to locate resolution times of an event identifier. To obtain resolution times of an event identifier, a resolution identifier may require mapping to event identifiers which it resolves. As discussed above, resolution times are not as reliable an indicator as first occurrence of an event identifier due to problems in accurate recording of event resolution.

As a starting point assume for each event identifier in the historic archive there is a list of occurrences and resolution times, as illustrated by FIG. 2 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>occurrences time of problem, resolution occurrence time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

As stated before, a resolution event can pertain to multiple events so naively passing it in does not work and analysis of the resolution events may be required.

Two event identifiers may be compared by analyzing and scoring their event instances occurrences including both their first occurrences of instances and their resolution times of instances to obtain a relationship score between the two event identifiers. Due to the more reliable indications being the first occurrences, the first occurrences may be scored and these scores may be weighted by the resolution times when available. Put another way, the resolution times may be used to augment the scoring based on first occurrences.

There may be event occurrences relating to multiple event identifiers within a time window, and the method carries out a pair-wise analysis to test all possibilities, so that all event occurrences in a time window are compared.

An output of the relationship score may be provided with evidence of the score basis. When relationships are discovered it is common for end users to wish to understand why there is a relationship. Therefore, at this point evidence of why the relation was uncovered (supporting pairs of first occurrences and used the supporting pairs of resolutions) may be presented to the end user.

The relationship scores between event identifiers may also be used to group events. The grouping of events may be used by correlation rules and policies may be created from deployed correlation rules. The policies may then take action on real time events to group events for presentation of a reduced number of events to an operator.

FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 show examples comparing two event identifiers by analyzing and scoring their event instances including both their first occurrence of instances and their resolution times of instances to obtain a relationship score between the two event identifiers.

Referring to FIG. 3, a flow diagram shows a first example carried out for a pair of events selected for analysis. The two events have event identifiers. The event occurrences in the body of historical events, which reference the two event identifiers, are analyzed.

First occurrences of an event instance of each of the selected event identifiers occurring within a first time window are identified and a relationship score for the pair of event identifiers incremented.

It may then be determined if the scored first occurrences result in resolution of the two events within a second time window. It should be noted that the time window for event resolutions may be longer than the time window for first occurrences providing more leeway for event resolution to be recorded. If it is determined that the scored first occurrences result in resolutions, then the relationship score may be incremented or increased by a given factor.

The event occurrences may be continued to be analyzed for later first occurrences of event instances of the pair of events and possible resolution.

A threshold of a relationship score may be provided and when this threshold is reached, a correlation group may
be formed 206 including the two event identifiers in the group. Additional relationship scores above the threshold between one of the event identifiers in the group and another new event identifier, enables the new event identifier to be added to the group.

[0078] Referring to FIG. 4, a flow diagram 300 shows a second example in which a pair of events may be selected 301 for analysis. The two events have event identifiers.

[0079] The event occurrences in the body of historical events, which reference the two event identifiers are analyzed. For each event identifier, first occurrences and resolution events are interleaved 302 to create a merged list of first occurrences and resolutions. First occurrences of an event instance of each of the selected event identifiers occurring within a first time window are identified and a score incremented 303.

[0080] Resolution of each of the pair of event instances within a second time window is identified 304. It may be determined 305 if the upstream first occurrences have been claimed as being resolved. If they have already been claimed, then the score is not incremented 306 for the instances of the resolution pair.

[0081] However, if the upstream first occurrence instances have not been claimed, the score for the instances of the resolution pair are incremented 307 and the upstream first occurrence instances are claimed as resolved. A scoring metric may be used 308 to determine the relationship score between the pair of events.

[0082] Referring to FIG. 5, a flow diagram 400 shows a third example of the aspect of comparing two event identifiers by analyzing and scoring their event instances including both their first occurrences of an instance and their resolution of the instance to obtain a relationship score between the two event identifiers. In this example, the combined scoring method is compared and augmented by a pure first occurrence method of relationship scoring and a pure resolution time method of relationship scoring.

[0083] A pair of events may be selected 401 for analysis. The two events have event identifiers. The event occurrences in the body of historical events, which reference the two event identifiers are analyzed.

[0084] A pure first occurrence method is used 402 to generate a first relationship score based on each pair of event identifiers and across all time that the events have occurred. This may be done using the following method indicated in table 3 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If a pair of first occurrences from each event appear within a given window increment a co-occurrence count by one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure the strength of the relationship between the two event identifiers (A and B say) with a metric such as:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNT CO-OCCURRENCES OF A AND B/MAX(COUNT OCCURRENCES OF A, COUNT OCCURRENCES OF B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the measure exceeds a threshold infer a relation between these events.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0085] A combined first occurrence and resolution time method may be used 403 as described in either of the methods of FIGS. 3 and 4 to generate a second relationship score. If the measure exceeds a threshold propose this measure strength in the merging step 405 below for consideration, along with the pairs that contributed to the increment in co-occurrence count. In other words, if a relationship score using the combined method is above a threshold strength, then it is a valid relationship.

[0086] A pure resolution time method is used 404 to generate a third relationship score based on each pair of event identifiers and across all time that the events have occurred.

[0087] Merge 405 the relationship strengths found by the pure first occurrence method 302, the combined first occurrence and resolution time method 403, and the pure resolution time method 304. In one embodiment, the merged relationship strength may be used as the output.

[0088] In another example, it may be determined if the merged result is less than that found by the pure first occurrence method 406 alone. If so, the score found by the pure first occurrence method 402 alone may be output 408. If the merged result is greater than that found by the pure first occurrence method 402 alone, the score found by the merged result may be output 407.

[0089] It may be that there are not enough observations to find a confidence the pure first occurrence or pure resolution time methods but due to the large count volume of the combined method, a confidence number may be found which is relayed to the user.

[0090] Given the infrequency of observation (problems in performance management domain) resolution times are not frequently recurring in nature, and so a selection of the maximum strength seen, i.e. max (402, 403, 404), may be used.

[0091] Referring to FIG. 6, a block diagram 500 shows an example embodiment of an event management system 501 which include an event analysis component 510. The event management system 501 includes a related event analytic capability provided by the event analysis component 510 that learns relationships between events based on historical event data, which are presented as a set of groups which can be developed into correlation rules.

[0092] The event analysis component 510 include at least one processor 511, a hardware module, or a circuit for executing the functions of the described components which may be software units executing on the at least one processor. Multiple processors running parallel processing threads may be provided enabling parallel processing of some or all of the functions of the components. Memory 512 may be configured to provide computer instructions 513 to the at least one processor 511 to carry out the functionality of the components.

[0093] The event analysis component 510 may be provided remotely as a service for event analysis to multiple systems. The event analysis component 510 may include or have access to a store of historical events 514 on which analysis is carried out.

[0094] The event analysis component 510 may include a history providing component 521 for providing a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events with each event instance having an event identifier of one of the multiple events and a timestamp. The history identifies event recurrences over time.

[0095] The event analysis component 510 may include a grouping component 525 for grouping related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events.

[0096] The event analysis component 510 may include an event type and resource identifying component 530 for identifying an event type and associated resources for event
occurrences of a group of related events. Resources may, for instance, comprise one or more items or entities employed by a function or application such as: a hardware entity; software entity; data storage unit; memory resource; processor; physical component; virtual component; and the like.

[0097] The event analysis component 510 may also comprise a type-grouping component 535 for identifying a set or group of event occurrences of the same event type.

[0098] The event analysis component 510 may also comprise a resource-grouping component 540 for analyzing a set or group of event occurrences and associated resources to identify events being associated with the same resource(s).

[0099] Referring now to FIG. 7, a schematic of an example of a system 600 in the form of a computer system or server is shown.

[0100] A computer system or server 612 may be operational with numerous other general purpose or special purpose computing system environments or configurations. Examples of computing systems, environments, and/or configurations that may be suitable for use with computer system/server 612 include, but are not limited to, personal computer systems, server computer systems, thin clients, thick clients, hand-held or laptop devices, multiprocessor systems, microprocessor-based systems, set top boxes, programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, minicomputer systems, mainframe computer systems, and distributed cloud computing environments that include any of the above systems or devices, and the like.

[0101] Computer system/server 612 may be described in the general context of computer system-executable instructions, such as program modules, being executed by a computer system. Generally, program modules may include routines, programs, objects, components, logic, data structures, and so on that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. Computer system/server 612 may be practiced in distributed cloud computing environments where tasks are performed by remote processing devices that are linked through a communications network. In a distributed cloud computing environment, program modules may be located in both local and remote computer system storage media including memory storage devices.

[0102] In FIG. 7, a computer system/server 612 is shown in the form of a general-purpose computing device. The components of the computer system/server 612 may include, but are not limited to, one or more processors or processing units 616, a system memory 628, and a bus 618 that couples various system components including system memory 628 to processor 616.

[0103] Bus 618 represents one or more of any of several types of bus structures, including a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, an accelerated graphics port, and a processor or local bus using any of a variety of bus architectures. By way of example, and not limitation, such architectures include Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) bus, Micro Channel Architecture (MCA) bus, Enhanced ISA (EISA) bus, Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA) local bus, and Peripheral Component Interconnects (PCI) bus.

[0104] Computer system/server 612 typically includes a variety of computer system readable media. Such media may be any available media that is accessible by computer system/server 612, and it includes both volatile and non-volatile media, removable and non-removable media.

[0105] System memory 628 can include computer system readable media in the form of volatile memory, such as random access memory (RAM) 630 and/or cache memory 632. Computer system/server 612 may further include other removable/non-removable, volatile/non-volatile computer system storage media. By way of example only, storage system 634 can be provided for reading from and writing to a non-removable, non-volatile magnetic media (not shown and typically called a “hard drive”). Although not shown, a magnetic disk drive for reading from and writing to a removable, non-volatile magnetic disk (e.g., a “floppy disk”), and an optical disk drive for reading from or writing to a removable, non-volatile optical disk such as a CD-ROM, DVD-ROM or other optical media can be provided. In such instances, each can be connected to bus 618 by one or more data media interfaces. As will be further depicted and described below, memory 628 may include at least one program product having a set (e.g., at least one) of program modules that are configured to carry out the functions of embodiments of the invention.

[0106] Program/utility 640, having a set (at least one) of program modules 642, may be stored in memory 628 by way of example, and not limitation, as well as an operating system, one or more application programs, other program modules, and program data. Each of the operating system, one or more application programs, other program modules, and program data or some combination thereof, may include an implementation of a networking environment. Program modules 642 generally carry out the functions and/or methodologies of embodiments of the invention as described herein.

[0107] Computer system/server 612 may also communicate with one or more external devices 614 such as a keyboard, a pointing device, a display 624, etc.; one or more devices that enable a user to interact with computer system/server 612; and/or any devices (e.g., network card, modem, etc.) that enable computer system/server 612 to communicate with one or more other computing devices. Such communication can occur via Input/Output (I/O) interfaces 622. Still yet, computer system/server 612 can communicate with one or more networks such as a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), and/or a public network (e.g., the Internet) via network adapter 620. As depicted, network adapter 620 communicates with the other components of computer system/server 612 via bus 618. It should be understood that although not shown, other hardware and/or software components could be used in conjunction with computer system/server 612. Examples, include, but are not limited to: microcode, device drivers, redundant processing units, external disk drive arrays, RAID systems, tape drives, and data archival storage systems, etc.

[0108] The present invention may be a system, a method, and/or a computer program product at any possible technical detail level of integration. The computer program product may include a computer readable storage medium (or media) having computer readable program instructions thereon for causing a processor to carry out aspects of the present invention.

[0109] The computer readable storage medium can be a tangible device that can retain and store instructions for use by an instruction execution device. The computer readable storage medium may be, for example, but is not limited to, an electronic storage device, a magnetic storage device, an optical storage device, an electromagnetic storage device, a
semiconductor storage device, or any suitable combination of the foregoing. A non-exhaustive list of more specific examples of the computer readable storage medium includes the following: a portable computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), a static random access memory (SRAM), a portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), a digital versatile disk (DVD), a memory stick, a floppy disk, a mechanically encoded device such as punch-cards or raised structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon, and any suitable combination of the foregoing. A computer readable storage medium, as used herein, is not to be construed as being transitory signals per se, such as radio waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves, electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or other transmission media (e.g., light pulses passing through a fiber-optic cable), or electrical signals transmitted through a wire.

[0110] Computer readable program instructions described herein can be downloaded to respective computing/processing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to an external computer or external storage device via a network, for example, the Internet, a local area network, a wide area network and/or a wireless network. The network may comprise copper transmission cables, optical transmission fibers, wireless transmission, routers, firewalls, switches, gateway computers and/or edge servers. A network adapter card or network interface in each computing/processing device receives computer readable program instructions from the network and forwards the computer readable program instructions for storage in a computer readable storage medium within the respective computing/processing device.

[0111] Computer readable program instructions for carrying out operations of the present invention may be assembler instructions, instruction-set-architecture (ISA) instructions, machine instructions, machine dependent instructions, microcode, firmware instructions, state-setting data, configuration data for integrated circuitry, or either source code or object code written in any combination of one or more programming languages, including an object oriented programming language such as Smalltalk, C++, or the like, and procedural programming languages, such as the "C" programming language or similar programming languages. The computer readable program instructions may execute entirely on the user's computer, partly on the user's computer, as a stand-alone software package, partly on the user's computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or server. In the latter scenario, the remote computer may be connected to the user's computer through any type of network, including a local area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the connection may be made to an external computer (for example, through the Internet using an Internet Service Provider). In some embodiments, electronic circuitry including, for example, programmable logic circuitry, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA), or programmable logic arrays (PLA) may execute the computer readable program instructions by utilizing state information of the computer readable program instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry, in order to perform aspects of the present invention.

[0112] Aspects of the present invention are described herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems), and computer program products according to embodiments of the invention. It will be understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer readable program instructions.

[0113] These computer readable program instructions may be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other programmable data processing apparatus to produce a machine, such that the instructions, which execute via the processor of the computer or other programmable data processing apparatus, create means for implementing the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks. These computer readable program instructions may also be stored in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a computer, a programmable data processing apparatus, and/or other devices to function in a particular manner, such that the computer readable storage medium having instructions stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including instructions which implement aspects of the function/act specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

[0114] The computer readable program instructions may also be loaded onto a computer, other programmable data processing apparatus, or other device to cause a series of operational steps to be performed on the computer, other programmable apparatus or other device to produce a computer implemented process, such that the instructions which execute on the computer, other programmable apparatus, or other device implement the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

[0115] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of possible implementations of systems, methods, and computer program products according to various embodiments of the present invention. In this regard, each block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module, segment, or portion of instructions, which comprises one or more executable instructions for implementing the specified logical function(s). In some alternative implementations, the functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order noted in the Figures. For example, two blocks shown in succession may, in fact, be executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending upon the functionality involved. It will also be noted that each block of the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, and combinations of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, can be implemented by special purpose hardware-based systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer instructions.

[0116] Cloud Computing

[0117] It is understood in advance that although this disclosure includes a detailed description on cloud computing, implementation of the teachings recited herein are not limited to a cloud computing environment. Rather, embodiments of the present invention are capable of being implemented in conjunction with any other type of computing environment now known or later developed.

[0118] Cloud computing is a model of service delivery for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, network bandwidth, servers, processing, memory, storage, applications, virtual machines, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or interaction with a provider of the service. This cloud model may include at least five characteristics, at least three service models, and at least four deployment models.

[0119] Characteristics are as follows:

[0120] On-demand self-service: a cloud consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with the service’s provider.

[0121] Broad network access: capabilities are available over a network and accessed through standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, and PDAs).

[0122] Resource pooling: the provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the consumer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources but may be able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter).

[0123] Rapid elasticity: capabilities can be rapidly and elastically provisioned, in some cases automatically, to quickly scale out and rapidly released to quickly scale in. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at any time.

[0124] Measured service: cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service.

[0125] Service Models are as follows:

[0126] Software as a Service (SaaS): the capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client devices through a thin client interface such as a web browser (e.g., web-based e-mail). The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific application configuration settings.

[0127] Platform as a Service (PaaS): the capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming languages and tools supported by the provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including networks, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed applications and possibly application hosting environment configurations.

[0128] Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): the capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and applications. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over operating systems, storage, deployed applications, and possibly limited control of select networking components (e.g., host firewalls).

[0129] Deployment Models are as follows:

[0130] Private cloud: the cloud infrastructure is operated solely for an organization. It may be managed by the organization or a third party and may exist on-premises or off-premises.

[0131] Community cloud: the cloud infrastructure is shared by several organizations and supports a specific community that has shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). It may be managed by the organizations or a third party and may exist on-premises or off-premises.

[0132] Public cloud: the cloud infrastructure is made available to the general public or a large industry group and is owned by an organization selling cloud services.

[0133] Hybrid cloud: the cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds (private, community, or public) that remain unique entities but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load-balancing between clouds).

[0134] A cloud computing environment is service oriented with a focus on statelessness, low coupling, modularity, and semantic interoperability. At the heart of cloud computing is an infrastructure comprising a network of interconnected nodes.

[0135] Referring now to FIG. 8, illustrative cloud computing environment 750 is depicted. As shown, cloud computing environment 750 comprises one or more cloud computing nodes 710 with which local computing devices used by cloud consumers, such as, for example, personal digital assistant (PDA) or cellular telephone 754A, desktop computer 754B, laptop computer 754C, and/or automobile computer system 754N may communicate. Nodes 600 may communicate with one another. They may be grouped (not shown) physically or virtually, in one or more networks, such as Private, Community, Public, or Hybrid clouds as described hereinabove, or a combination thereof. This allows cloud computing environment 750 to offer infrastructure, platforms and/or software as services for which a cloud consumer does not need to maintain resources on a local computing device. It is understood that the types of computing devices 754A-N shown in FIG. 8 are intended to be illustrative only and that computing nodes 710 and cloud computing environment 750 can communicate with any type of computerized device over any type of network and/or network addressable connection (e.g., using a web browser).

[0136] Referring now to FIG. 9, a set of functional abstraction layers provided by cloud computing environment 750 (FIG. 7) is shown. It should be understood in advance that the components, layers, and functions shown in FIG. 8 are intended to be illustrative only and embodiments of the invention are not limited thereto. As depicted, the following layers and corresponding functions are provided:

[0137] Hardware and software layer 860 includes hardware and software components. Examples of hardware components include: mainframes 861; RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) architecture based servers 862; servers 863; blade servers 864; storage devices 865; and networks and networking components 866. In some embodiments,
software components include network application server software 867 and database software 868.

[0138] Virtualization layer 870 provides an abstraction layer from which the following examples of virtual entities may be provided: virtual servers 871; virtual storage 872; virtual networks 873, including virtual private networks; virtual applications and operating systems 874; and virtual clients 875.

[0139] In one example, management layer 880 may provide the functions described below. Resource provisioning 881 provides dynamic procurement of computing resources and other resources that are utilized to perform tasks within the cloud computing environment. Metering and Pricing 882 provide cost tracking as resources are utilized within the cloud computing environment, and billing or invoicing for consumption of these resources. In one example, these resources may comprise application software licenses. Security provides identity verification for cloud consumers and tasks, as well as protection for data and other resources. User portal 883 provides access to the cloud computing environment for consumers and system administrators. Service level management 884 provides cloud computing resource allocation and management such that required service levels are met. Service Level Agreement (SLA) planning and fulfillment 885 provide pre-arrangement for, and procurement of, cloud computing resources for which a future requirement is anticipated in accordance with an SLA.

[0140] Workloads layer 890 provides examples of functionality for which the cloud computing environment may be utilized. Examples of workloads and functions which may be provided from this layer include: mapping and navigation 891; software development and lifecycle management 892; virtual classroom education delivery 893; data analytics processing 894; and transaction processing 895; and event processing 895 including as described herein.

[0141] The descriptions of the various embodiments of the present invention have been presented for purposes of illustration, but are not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the embodiments disclosed. Many modifications and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the scope and spirit of the described embodiments. The terminology used herein was chosen to best explain the principles of the one or more embodiments, the practical application or technical improvement over technologies found in the marketplace, or to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the embodiments disclosed herein.

What is claimed is:

1. A computer program product for event relationship analysis in fault management, the computer program product comprising a computer readable storage medium having program instructions embodied therewith, the program instructions executable by a processing unit to cause the processing unit to perform a method comprising:
   identifying a group of related events based on a history of a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events;
   identifying an event type and a one or more resources associated with an event occurrence from the group of related events;
   identifying a first set of event occurrences from the group of related events, wherein each event occurrence of the set is of the same event type; and
   identifying a first group of event occurrences of the first set from event occurrences, wherein each event occurrence of the first group is associated with the same resource.

2. The computer program product of claim 1, wherein identifying a first group of event occurrences comprises:
   identifying, by the computer, an event occurrence that does not have an associated resource which is the same as the one or more resources associated with the remaining event occurrences of the first set of event occurrences; and
   removing, by the computer, the identified event occurrence from the first set of event occurrences.

3. The computer program product of claim 1, wherein the one or more resources associated with each event occurrence are represented by information provided in a plurality of data fields, wherein identifying a first group of event occurrences comprises:
   identifying, by the computer, a resource that is associated with all event occurrences of the first set of event occurrences;
   analyzing, by the computer, the information provided in the plurality of data fields to identify a data field containing the most instances of the identified resource; and
   identifying, by the computer, a first group of event occurrences associated with the same resource based on the identified resource and the identified data field.

4. The computer program product of claim 1, further comprising:
   identifying, by the computer, a second group of event occurrences of the first set of event occurrences, wherein each event occurrence of the first group is associated with the same resource; and
   combining, by the computer, the first and second groups of event occurrences to create a parent group of connected events having the same event type.
5. The computer program product of claim 4, further comprising:
in response to an expand command, separating the parent

group of connected events into the first and second
groups of event occurrences.

6. The computer program product of claim 1, wherein the
events are identified by event identifiers, wherein an event
instance has one or more event occurrences referencing an
event identifier, each event occurrence having a timestamp,
and the history including the event occurrences and resolution

event information,

wherein identifying a group of related events comprises:
analyzing, by the computer, the event occurrences relating
to each event identifier to identify one or more first
occurrence of an event instance;
analyzing, by the computer, the resolution event informa-
tion relating to each event identifier to identify any
resolution time for an event instance;
comparing two event identifiers to obtain a relationship
score between the two event identifiers, wherein the
comparing is based on a combination of first occurrences
of event instances relating to the two event
identifiers and resolution times of the event instances;
and
creating, by the computer, a group of events that are
related based on the relationship scores.

7. The computer program product of claim 6, wherein
comparing two event identifiers to obtain a relationship
score includes:

scoring, by the computer, a pair of a first occurrence of
each event identifier occurring within a given time
window; and

augmenting, by the computer, the score based on resolution

times of the event instances of the event identifiers.

8. The computer program product of claim 6, wherein
comparing two event identifiers to obtain a relationship
score includes:

identifying, by the computer, first occurrences of event
instances of an event identifier and resolutions times of
the event instances to create a list of timestamps for
each event identifier; and

analyzing, by the computer, the first occurrences and
resolution times of two event identifiers to obtain the
relationship score.

9. The computer program product of claim 6, wherein
comparing two event identifiers to obtain a relationship
score includes:

using, by the computer, a first occurrence method of
scoring a pair of event identifiers to result in a first score;

using, by the computer a combination of a first occurrence
and a resolution time to score a pair of event identifiers
to result in a second score;

using, by the computer, a resolution time to score a pair
of event identifiers to result in a third score;

merging, by the computer, the results of the first, second
and third scores; and

outputting, by the computer, the merged score if it is not
less than the first score.

10. A computer program product for event relationship
analysis in fault management, the computer program prod-
uct comprising a computer readable storage medium having

program instructions embodied therewith, the program

instructions executable by a processing unit to cause the
processing unit to perform a method comprising:
identifying a group of related events based on a history of
a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events;
identifying an event type and a one or more resources
associated with an event occurrence from the group of
related events;
identifying a first group of event occurrences from the
group of related events, wherein each event occurrence
of the first group is associated with the same resource;
and
identifying a first set of event occurrences from the first
group of event occurrences, wherein each event occurrence
of the set is of the same event type.

11. The computer program product of claim 10, wherein
identifying a first group of event occurrences comprises:

identifying, by the computer, an event occurrence that
does not have an associated resource in common with
the one or more resources associated with the remain-
ing event occurrences of the group of related events;
and

removing, by the computer, the identified event occur-
rence from the group of related events.

12. The computer program product of claim 10, wherein
the one or more resources associated with each event
occurrence are represented by information provided in a
plurality of data fields,

wherein identifying a first group of event occurrences
comprises:

identifying, by the computer, a resource that is associated
with all event occurrences of the group of related events;

analyzing, by the computer, the information provided in
the plurality of data fields to identify a data field
containing the most instances of the identified resource;
and

identifying, by the computer, a first group of event occu-
rances associated with the same resource based on the
identified resource and the identified data field.

13. The computer program product of claim 10, further
comprising:

identifying, by the computer, a second set of event occur-
cences of the first group of event occurrences, wherein
each event occurrence of the second set is of the same
event type; and

combining, by the computer, the first and second sets of

event occurrences to create a parent set of connected
events associated with the same resource.

14. The computer program product of claim 13, further
comprising:
in response to an expand command, separating the parent
set of connected events into the first and second sets of
event occurrences.

15. A system for event relationship analysis in fault
management, the system comprising:
a memory; and

a processor communicatively coupled to the memory,
wherein the system is adapted to perform a method
comprising:
identifying a group of related events based on a history of
a plurality of event instances relating to multiple events;
identifying an event type and a one or more resources associated with an event occurrence from the group of related events;
identifying a first set of event occurrences from the group of related events, wherein each event occurrence of the set is of the same event type; and
identifying a first group of event occurrences from the first set of event occurrences, wherein each event occurrence of the first group is associated with the same resource.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein identifying a first group of event occurrences comprises:
identifying, by the computer, an event occurrence that does not have an associated resource which is the same as the one or more resources associated with the remaining event occurrences of the first set of event occurrences; and
removing, by the computer, the identified event occurrence from the first set of event occurrences.

17. The system of claim 15, further comprising:
identifying, by the computer, a second group of event occurrences of the first set of event occurrences, wherein each event occurrence of the first group is associated with the same resource; and
combining, by the computer, the first and second groups of event occurrences to create a parent group of connected events having the same event type.

18. The system of claim 17, further comprising:
in response to an expand command, separating the parent group of connected events into the first and second groups of event occurrences.

* * * * *